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In this paper we consider a two-dimensional hybrid thermo-elastic structure con-
sisting of a thermo-elastic plate which has a beam attached to its free end. We
show that the initial-boundary-value problem for the interactive system of partial
differential equations which take account of the mechanical strains/stresses and the
thermal stresses in the plate and the beam, can be associated with a uniformly
bounded evolution operator. It turns out that the interplay of parabolic dynamics
due to the thermal effects in the hybrid structure and the hyperbolic dynamics asso-
ciated with the elasticity of the structure yields analyticity for the entire system.
This result yields solvability for the problem under optimal initial freedom of the
displacement, velocity, and temperature in the plate and the beam, while uniform
stability is readily available.  2002 Elsevier Science
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Statement of the Problem
With the development of “smart materials technology,” well-posedness
questions of boundary-value problems for interactive structures have
become an important ﬁeld of research. The coupled systems of partial
differential equations which govern the mathematical models for such
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structures are often combinations of parabolic and hyperbolic dynam-
ics. Speciﬁc examples include thermo-elastic plates reinforced with shape
memory ﬁbers, structural acoustic models with piezo-ceramic actuators,
and electro-magnetic structures with piezo-electric sensors (see [19] and
the references therein). Isothermal multi-link structures, including var-
ious plate-beam structures, have been modelled and analyzed with a
strong focus on controllability in the linear case of small vibrations
by Lagnese et al. [17, 18]. More recently, non-linear boundary-value
problems for an isothermal rectangular plate which is clamped along
three edges, with a beam attached to its free edge, have been stud-
ied by Grobbelaar with a view to establishing existence and uniqueness
results: in [11] the model excludes rotational inertia while incorporating
large vibrations of the plate only, and in [12] account is taken of rota-
tional inertia and large deﬂections of the plate and the beam (see also
[13]). In the absence of thermal effects, there is clearly no parabolic
dynamics in these models, but interplay between two-dimensional and one-
dimensional hyperbolic dynamics. One-dimensional hybrid elastic structures
are well known in the literature—the reader is referred to the pioneering
paper [23] by Littman and Markus, the work of Ahmed and Skowron-
ski [1], several papers by Rao (see, e.g., [28]) and the papers [9, 10] by
Grobbelaar.
In this paper we consider the well-posedness problem for the transversal
vibrations of a two-dimensional hybrid thermo-elastic structure. The struc-
ture consists of a thin rectangular thermo-elastic plate which is clamped
along three edges, while orthogonally to its free edge a thin beam, with
ends clamped to the adjoining clamped edges of the plate, is attached in
such a manner that the centerline of the beam is coplanar to the middle
plane of the plate. It is assumed that the plate and the beam are subject
to an unknown temperature θ = θx y t and that the structure is ﬂex-
ible so that the plate and the beam interact mechanically and thermally,
i.e., the mechanical strains/stresses as well as the thermal stresses due to
the elasticity and the temperature variations in the plate are transmitted
to the beam. Rotational inertia as well as non-linearities arising from large
deﬂections of the structure will be disregarded. The model is governed
by so-called contact constitutive equations embodied by the assumption
(henceforth called the contact assumption) that the deﬂections as well as
the temperatures of the plate and the beam match at the interface for t > 0
(not necessarily initially). With  denoting the interior of the rectangular
plate with corner points 0 0, a 0, a 	, and 0 	, and 
 denoting
the line joining a 0 and a 	 with ∂
 its end-points, the mathemati-
cal model (after making changes in the time scale and disregarding lower-
order terms in the heat equations) consists of the linear boundary-value
problem
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wtt + 2w + αθ = 0 in T 
w = 0 = ∂w
∂n
on ∂T − 
T 
βθt − ηθ− αwt = 0 in T 
θ = 0 on ∂T − 
T 
wtt − wxxx + 2 − νwxyy
+wyyyy − α
∂θ
∂n
+ bθyy = 0 on 
T Pr BVP
∂w
∂n
= 0 on 
T 
w = 0 = wy at ∂
T 
βθt + η
∂θ
∂n
− κθyy − bwyyt = 0 on 
T 
θ = 0 at ∂
T 
with the positive constants αβη κ b physical parameters pertaining to
the problem.
We shall append to the boundary-value problem Pr BVP the initial
conditions
wx y 0 = w0x y wtx y 0 = w1x y
θx y 0 = θ0x y in 
wa y 0 = µ0y wta y 0 = µ1y
θa y 0 = θ1y on 

and denote Pr BVP together with the above initial conditions as Pr P.
Pr P is to the best of our knowledge the ﬁrst contribution in the area of
two-dimensional hybrid structures in thermo-elasticity.
Remark 1.1.1 (Pr P in the Context of Plate-beam Problems). Our model
should be compared to the (much more comprehensive) model for a plate-
beam conﬁguration found in [17, p. 370]. Here the model takes account of
torsion (but not temperature) and includes a non-local dynamic junction
condition, derived with the aid of Hamilton’s principle, on the junction
region, i.e., the ﬂat interface between the three-dimensional plate and the
three-dimensional beam, which is considered as part of the boundary of
the reference surface of the plate. Our model could be seen as the limiting
case where the thickness parameter of the junction region approaches zero
a priori, whence in our case the interface 
 is the straight line joining the
corners a 0 and a 	.
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1.2. Literature on Classical Thermo-elastic Plate Equations
In the area of well-posedness of boundary-value problems for thermo-
elastic plates in two-dimensional regions, pioneering work was done by
Lagnese [16] for the linear case of Kirchhoff plates with rotational iner-
tia, by incorporating feedback controls on the boundary. Existence results
are obtained with the aid of semigroup theory by prescribing for the
displacement variable clamped conditions on a portion of the boundary
and coupled free boundary conditions on the remaining portion of the
boundary, and for the thermal variable Robin boundary conditions. Uni-
form asymptotic energy estimates are obtained under geometric conditions
on the boundary and a thermal dissipativity condition [16, p. 165].
Further to the work of Lagnese, it has been shown in recent years that the
mathematical models for thermo-elastic plates subject to clamped, coupled
hinged or free boundary conditions, require no mechanical dissipation (i.e.,
boundary control terms) when the coupling between parabolic and hyper-
bolic dynamics is “strong” in the sense that terms of higher order than that
of the energy level, are involved. In this regard, Kim [15] established for the
linear problem, subject to clamped boundary conditions for the displace-
ment w and Dirichlet boundary conditions for the temperature θ (we shall
express this by clamped/Dirichlet boundary conditions) and while excluding
rotational inertia, the existence of a unique weak solution with the property
that the energy decays exponentially. Under Robin boundary conditions for
θ and coupled free boundary conditions for w on a portion of the boundary,
and neglecting rotational inertia, Liu and Zheng [25] showed the existence
of a C0 semigroup for the linear structure. Exponential decay is achieved
when the plate is clamped along a part of its boundary and hinged along the
remaining portion of the boundary. The proof uses a contradiction argu-
ment, applied to the exponential stability criterion due to Huang [14], viz.,
obtaining estimates for that part of the resolvent operator which lies on the
imaginary axis.
The corresponding nonlinear problem for Von Ka´rma´n plates was con-
sidered by Avalos, Lasiecka, and Triggiani [2] (see also [19]) under a variety
of boundary conditions, viz., clamped, coupled hinged as well as coupled
free boundary conditions on w, and Robin conditions on θ, and with rota-
tional inertia γr ≥ 0. Uniform stability, once more without implementing
additional mechanical dissipation, is achieved by establishing appropriate
estimates. This involves the use of a multiplier method, with the multiplier
of an operator-theoretic or pseudodifferential nature.
Since analyticity provides an easy route to uniform stability without incor-
porating mechanical dissipation, the important question “Does the analyt-
icity associated with the heat component of a thermo-elastic plate yield
analyticity for the entire structure?” was extensively investigated in a series
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of papers during recent years. For clamped/Dirichlet boundary conditions,
analyticity of the underlying evolution operator was established by Liu and
Renardy [24], while for coupled boundary conditions, the question was set-
tled by Lasiecka and Triggiani, viz., in [20] for coupled hinged/Neumann
boundary conditions and in [21] for the more complicated case of coupled
free/Robin boundary conditions. More recently, direct proofs have been
supplied by Lasiecka and Triggiani in [22].
1.3. An Implicit Evolution Equation for Pr P
The mathematical model for the hybrid structure under consideration
clearly comprises a boundary-value problem which is doubly interactive in
the sense that there is not only coupling of the mechanical and the ther-
mal variables in the plate and beam equations, but also mechanical and
thermal interaction between the plate and the beam across the interface

. This interaction is reﬂected by the presence of additional terms in the
one-dimensional biharmonic and heat equations on 
: In our model, the
third-order space derivatives of w and the conormal derivative of θ in the
beam equation on 
 correspond to the third-order derivatives of w and
the conormal derivative ∂θ
∂n
found in coupled free boundary conditions for
the classical thermo-elastic plate equations (see, e.g., [21]) and represent
the combined shear force and twisting moment due to the elasticity of the
plate and the ﬂow of heat across the interface 
. Due to their occurrence in
the beam equation, these derivatives are “in unknown territory,” whereas
the condition ∂w
∂n
= 0 on 
 is a prescribed boundary condition which elimi-
nates rotation of the plate along the interface 
.
On account of the interactive nature of the hybrid structure and since,
in accordance with the contact assumption, the structure exhibits in uni-
son behavior for t > 0, the non-stationary equations on 
 may be viewed
as a system of dynamic boundary conditions for the thermo-elastic plate
equations.
From this perspective, the core of the matter becomes ﬁnding a solu-
tion wwt θ for the plate equations while account is taken of the initial
displacement, velocity, and temperature in the plate and the beam, which
need not match initially, and where the interface between the plate and the
beam is an active role-player in the composite dynamics. This is achieved
by considering Pr P in the form of an implicit evolution problem of the
form
Find U such that
d
dt
BUt +AUt= 0 U ∈  ⊂ X t > 0
lim
t→0+
BUt= y ∈ Y
Pr (AEP)
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in which A and B are operators from a Banach space X to a second
Banach space Y . If the solution of Pr AEP is represented in terms of
the initial state y ∈ Y in the form Ut = Sty, where St is a mem-
ber of a family St Y → Xt > 0, then Et = BSt emerges as a
semigroup in Y . Thus two families St and Et of evolution oper-
ators are involved which are connected (“in empathy”) by the evolution
property St + s = StEs for s t > 0. The evolution from an initial
state in Y to a solution in the space X is generated by the operator pair
−AB  → Y × Y , which is called the generating pair of the double
family St Y → Xt > 0, Et Y → Y t > 0 whenever Sty solves
Pr AEP. The characterization of generators of such double families of
evolution operators may be found in [30, 31]. It is evident that the semi-
group Et is determined by the operators A and B in a unique way and
that there exists a unique bounded linear operator C Y → X such that
St = CEt. Thus the study of the implicit evolution problem Pr AEP
with a view to constructing a solution operator St essentially entails the
construction of a very speciﬁc semigroup Et and a very speciﬁc bounded
linear operator C. When Et is an analytic semigroup in Y , the represen-
tation Ut = Sty solves Pr AEP for arbitrary y ∈ Y , so that the use
of the limit in the initial condition is essential.
For the sake of clarity and self-containedness, the deﬁnitions and results
from the theory of double families of evolution operators which are impor-
tant in this study are listed in the Appendix.
Hybrid problems in elasticity have been treated within the framework of
classical semigroup theory. For example, in a paper by You [35], a hybrid
elastic structure composed of a rectangular membrane linked with two rib
strings on two boundary sides, with rigid bodies and point controllers at
the two corner points, is analyzed for the purpose of stabilization in an
energy space. That is, by taking as unknowns the displacement of the mem-
brane, the rib strings, and the bodies at the corner points (thus the variable
is extended to a vector with ﬁve components), well-posedness results are
obtained with the aid of semigroup theory. The same strategy is followed
by Littman and Markus [23] in their study of a one-dimensional hybrid
elastic structure. This approach differs from ours in the sense that, in our
case, in view of the contact assumption, the need for the introduction of an
extended variable is eliminated.
2. MATHEMATICAL SETTING FOR Pr P
To cast Pr P in the form of an implicit evolution equation of the form
Pr AEP, we introduce spaces and operators: X0 = L2, with inner
product  0 and norm &0.
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For m a non-negative integer, we denote by Hm = Hm 2 the usual
Sobolev spaces with inner products  m and norms &m when m > 0 and
the Hilbert space L2 when m = 0. We shall also use the spaces Hm

with inner products  m
 and norms &m
 and the spaces H−m and
H−m
 with norms &−m and &−m
.
For u ∈ Hm, we denote the trace of u on 
 by γu. (For trace results
in polygonal domains, the reader is referred to [6, Thm. 1.5.2.8].)
We deﬁne the following subspaces of X0,
X1=
{
w∈H1∣∣w=0 on ∂−
 γw∈H10
}
X2=
{
w∈H2
∣∣∣∣w=0= ∂w∂n on ∂−
 ∂w∂n =0 on 
 γw∈H20 

}
&
The spacesXi, i = 0 1 2, are endowed with the inner products  i and the
norms &i. In the case of X2, we shall also use the equivalent inner product
 2 given by aw z = wxx zxx0 + 21 − νwxy zxy0 + wyy zyy0 +
νwxx zyy0 + νwyy zxx0 [16, p. 70]. The associated norm will be denoted
by &2. We have Y0 = X0 ×L2
 and Y−i = Hi ×Hi
′′ denot-
ing the conjugate space. We recall that the spaces Y−i are isometrical to
the spaces H−i ×H−i
, i = 1 2.
Inner products and norms for elements f g in Y0 Y−i are the usual
inner products and norms for product spaces and are denoted by  Y0 , Y−i , and &Y0 &Y−i .
The domains D1 in H4 and D2 in H2 are deﬁned by
D1 =
{
w ∈ H4
∣∣∣∣w = 0 = ∂w∂n on ∂− 
 ∂w∂n = 0 on 

γw ∈ H4
 ∩H20 

}

D2 =
{
θ ∈ H2∣∣θ = 0 on ∂− 
 γθ ∈ H2
 ∩H10
}&
The operators A, B, and Cj , j = 1 2 3, from X0 into Y0 are deﬁned by
Aw = 2w−γwxxx + 2 − νwxyy + γwyyyy
Bw = wγw w ∈ D1 = A
C1θ =
〈
αθ−αγ∂θ
∂n
+ bγθyy
〉
 θ ∈ D2
C2w˙ =
1
β
−αw˙−bγw˙yy w˙ ∈ X2
C3θ =
1
β
〈
−ηθηγ∂θ
∂n
− κγθyy
〉
 θ ∈ D2&
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Having deﬁned the operator B D1 → Y0 and noting that B = wγw,
w ∈ D1 is a proper subset of Y0, we deﬁne the following subsets of X1 ×
H10
 and X2 ×H20 
:
Y1 = 	BX1 Y2 = 	BX2 with closures taken in Y0&
Y1 will be endowed with the norm BwY1 = ∇w20 + γwy20 
1/2
and Y2 will be endowed with the norm BwY2 = BwBwY21/2 =
aww + γwyy20 
1/2. It is clear that w is bounded in the norm &2
whenever Bw is bounded in the norm &Y2 .
To formulate Pr P as a ﬁrst-order implicit evolution problem of the
form Pr AEP, we shall need product spaces. We shall deﬁne the “ﬁnite
energy” space  and its accompanying space  and a weaker space  ,
with associated space :
 = X2 × X02 with elements of  written c d e for c ∈ X2
d∈ X0 e ∈ X0
 = Y2 × Y02 with elements f g h  for f ∈ Y2 g ∈ Y0 h ∈ Y0&
For U = w w˙ θ ∈ , the norm U will be derived from the inner
product U U˜ = aw w˜ + w˙ ˜˙w0 + βθ θ˜0, and the norm &
of BwBw˙ Bθ ∈ B3 ⊂  will be derived from the inner product
BwBw˙ Bθ Bw˜B ˜˙wBθ˜ = U U˜ + γwyy γw˜yy0 
 +
γw˙ γ ˜˙w0 
 + βγθ γθ˜0 
.
In , we deﬁne the domain
 = U = w w˙ θ w ∈ D1 w˙ ∈ X2 θ ∈ D2
and the intermediate space
 = X2 ×X0 ×X1&
The linear operators  and 	 on the common domain  are now
deﬁned by
U =

 0 −B 0A 0 C1
0 C2 C3

U 	U =

B 0 00 B 0
0 0 B

U U ∈ &
To deﬁne the space  , we assume tentatively that the fractional powers
Aα, 0 < α < 1, associated with the operator pair −AB D1 → Y0 × Y0
exist (see Remark 3.1) to ﬁrst deﬁne
H = w ∈ X0A1/2w = 0 WX0 = H⊥
Z = y = y1 y2 ∈ Y0A1/2y1 = 0 WY0 = Z⊥&
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 = WX0 ∩X0 × X02. Elements of  will be written c d e
for c ∈ WX0 ∩ X0, d ∈ X0, e ∈ X0. The inner product   is deﬁned
as c1 c20 + d1 d20 + βe1 e20 and the associated norm is denoted
by & .
 = WY0 ∩ Y0 × Y02, with elements f g h for f ∈ WY0 ∩ Y0,
g ∈ Y0, h ∈ Y0. If ci di ei ∈ D13 ⊂  , we use for elements of the form
Bci Bdi Bei ∈ B3 ⊂  the inner product Bc1 Bd1 Be1 Bc2,
Bd2 Be2 = Bc1 Bc2Y0 + Bd1 Bd2Y0 + βBe1 Be2Y0 and associated
norm & .
To deﬁne a domain  in  , we introduce the variable U = u w˙ θ,
Bu = −A1/2w,
 = {U = u w˙ θ u ∈ (WX0 ∩H2) w˙ ∈ X2 θ ∈ D2&}
 = WX0 ∩X0 ×X0 ×X1&
The linear operators 
 and  from  to  are now deﬁned on the common
domain  by

U =

 0 A
1
2 0
−A 12 0 C1
0 C2 C3

U U =

B 0 00 B 0
0 0 B

U U ∈ &
By now assuming that the trace operator γ and the time derivative may be
interchanged (we return to this point in Section 4—see also Remark 2.1
below), Pr P may be considered in the form of implicit evolution prob-
lems of the form Pr AEP, viz.,
d
dt
	Ut + Ut= 0 0 < t
lim
t→0+
	Ut=
Pr AEPI
with  ∈  and  ∈ , or
d
dt
U +
U = 0 0 < t
lim
t→0+
Ut= 
Pr AEPII
with U ∈  and  ∈  .
Remark 2.1 (Regularity Assumptions). As is standard, regularity of
solutions will enter into the argument. For instance, casting Pr P in the
form Pr AEPI requires an a priori assumption of regularity in t and x
of wwt θ, say wwt θ ∈ C1 × 0∞3. On the other hand, to
show that the unique solution, in an abstract Sobolev space, of the speciﬁc
implicit evolution equation in the framework of which Pr P is stud-
ied, will yield a unique classical solution of Pr P, entails, among others,
spatial regularity of weak solutions of abstract resolvent equations. Since
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Pr P is an interface problem in a rectangular domain, the validation of
such regularity properties would have to be based on the work of Grisvard
[6] for elliptic problems in two-dimensional polygonal regions and on the
work of Nicaise [26, Ch. 5] for polygonal interface problems. Regularity
arguments are, however, outside the scope of this paper; we focus on asso-
ciating Pr P with a uniformly bounded or an analytic uniformly bounded
evolution operator by treating the problem, under appropriate regularity
assumptions, as an implicit evolution problem of the form Pr AEP and
identifying in each case the class of admissible initial states. In assuming
regularity properties of solutions, we have taken account of [26] and the
remarks in [16, pp. 6, 34–36], while cognizance is taken of the more recent
work of Chen et al. [4], which contains examples of plate problems in rect-
angular domains, showing that the “extraneous” solutions due to corner
effects need not be singular, provided corner effects are properly treated
[4, pp. 216, 238].
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Proposition 3.1. The following density results hold:
(i) B = BD1 is dense in Y0.
(ii) BD1 is dense in Y2.
Proof. (i) To validate the statement, we introduce the additional nota-
tion
F = φφ ∈ C∞ suppφ ⊂  ∪ 

Fγ = φγφ φ ∈ F&
The proof is accomplished by establishing the density of Fγ in Y0. The
statement of the proposition is then immediately validated.
Let vw be an arbitrary element of Y0. By the density of C∞0  in
L2 and the density of C∞0 
 in L2
, there exist sequences vn ⊂
C∞0  and wn ⊂ C∞0 
 such that
vn → v in X0
wn → w in L2
&
On the strength of [5, Lemma 13.1], since 
 is smooth (see also [6,
Thm. 1.5.2.8]), there exists a sequence zn in C∞ such that γzn = wn.
In accordance with [5, Lemma 5.1], we construct a sequence βnx y ⊂
C∞R2 as follows: Assuming without loss of generality that a 2, 	 2,
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let
An =
{
x y
∣∣∣∣a− 1n ≤ x ≤ a+ 1n 2n ≤ y ≤ 	− 2n
}

Bn =
{
x y
∣∣∣∣a− 2n < x < a+ 2n 1n < y < 	− 1n
}

βnx y =
{
0 x y ∈ R2 − Bn,
1 x y ∈ An,
0 ≤ βnx y ≤ 1 x y ∈ Bn −An&
By taking the restriction of βn to  and denoting this restriction by βn again,
it is clear that βnzn ∈ F while also βnzn0 → 0 and γβn0 
 → 	 as
n→∞.
Let
sn = vn +
1
	
βnzn&
Then sn ⊂ F. Also
sn → v in X0
and
γsn → w in L2

as n→∞. This proves the density of Fγ in Y0. It follows that B is
dense in Y0.
(ii) The result follows by observing that Fγ is dense in Y2 as fol-
lows, in turn, from the density of F in H2∂−
 = w ∈ H2w =
0 = ∂w
∂n
on ∂− 
 in accordance with the notation used in [16, p. 28] (see,
e.g., [26, p. 17]) and the density of C∞0 
 in H20 
.
Corollary 3.2. The following density properties follow from Proposi-
tion 3.1:
(i) BWX0 ∩X0, BX2, BX1, and BD2 are dense in Y0.
(ii) 	 and 	 = 	 are dense in .
(iii)   and  =  are dense in  .
Proposition 3.3. The operator pair −AB D1 → Y0 × Y0 is the gen-
erating pair of an analytic double family of evolution operators.
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Proof. In accordance with Generation Theorem A.7, the proof consists
of showing that λB+A−1 and BλB+A−1 exist and satisfy the estimates
λB +A−1 ≤ Mλ and BλB +A−1 ≤ Nλ for λ ∈ >, λ  = 0, where >
is a sector in the complex plane which contains the positive real axis. We
ﬁrst show the surjectivity of λB +A for every λ > 0; i.e., we show that for
any F ∈ Y0, there exists w ∈ D1 such that λB +Aw = F holds for every
λ > 0. To this end, we observe that for w ∈ D1,
AwBwY0 = aww + γwyy20 
 = 2Bw& (3.1)
(Note that Bw describes the elastic potential energy of a state Bw in
Y2.) To achieve the surjectivity of λB +A for every λ > 0, we use a Lax–
Milgram technique [26, Lemma 2.1] (see also [32, pp. 50–54]): Recalling the
density of Y2 in Y0, we associate the resolvent equation λB +Aw = F
with the functional equation
Given  ∈ Y ′2, ﬁnd Bw ∈ Y2 such that, for all Bw˜ ∈ Y2,
λBwBw˜ = Bw˜ (3.2)
where Bw˜ = FBw˜Y0 and
ReλBwBw˜ = λBwBw˜Y0 + aw w˜ + γwyy γw˜yy0 

= λBwBw˜Y0 + BwBw˜Y2 &
It is clear that the bilinear form λBw is coercive over Y2 for every
λ > 0. Since also Bw˜ is a continuous functional on Y2, it follows that
there exists a unique Bw = wγw ∈ Y2 such that (3.2) holds. It follows
that w ∈ X2 is a weak solution of λB +Aw = F for any F in Y0 and
every λ > 0. By regularity (see Remark 2.1 and [34]), we obtain the unique
solution w ∈ D1 of λB + Aw = F for every λ > 0 and any F ∈ Y0.
Thus the existence of λB +A−1 Y0 → D1 is proved, while we can also
conclude that −AB D1 → Y0 × Y0 is jointly closed [29, p. 295].
In view of λB + AwY0 > λBwY0 > λw0 for every λ > 0 and
any w ∈ D1, as follows from (3.1), we conclude that λB + A−1 Y0 →
D1 is bounded. The estimate λB + A−1 ≤ Mλ now holds for every
λ > 0. Since the existence of B−1 B → D1 and its boundedness is
now guaranteed by Fact A.6,1 we can derive the existence of the operator
BλB +A−1 Y0 → B and the estimate BλB +A−1 ≤ 1λ for every
λ > 0. On the strength of (3.1), one can use a direct method to obtain the
estimates
BλB +A−1 ≤ Nλ  λB +A
−1 ≤ Mλ  (3.3)
1In our case, the boundedness of B−1 B → D1 follows directly from B−1wγw20 =
w20 ≤ w20 + γw0 
 = Bw2Y0 . Note that B is not closable—construct a sequence vnx y
in C∞ such that vn → 0 in X0, but Bvn → 0 1 [29, p. 302].
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for λ  = 0 in > (see [29, p. 300]). The proof is now complete.
Remark 3.1. By the theory of fractional powers of a closed pair of oper-
ators developed by Grobbelaar [8], we can conclude from Proposition 3.3
that, for 0 < α < 1, the fractional powers Aα of A, Bα of B, and AB−1α =
AαB−α of AB−1, associated with the pair −AB, exist. We recall that, in
accordance with an observation by Sauer [31], the fractional powers Bα
coincide with B in the sense that Bαu = Bu for u ∈ B ⊂ Bα, at
least if the domain of B is sufﬁciently larger than that of A. Therefore, we
shall in this paper, whenever u ∈ Aα, use the notation Aαu instead of
AαB−αBu which is found in, e.g., [9, 11, 12].
We can now attach meaning to the fractional powers A1/2 andA1/4. From
(3.1) we can conclude that A1/2w2Y0 = aww + γwyy20 
 = 2Bw
for w ∈ X2. The space BA1/2 is now a Banach space with the norm
BwBA1/2 = 2Bw1/2 andA1/2 = B−1BA1/2 is a Banach
space with the norm wA1/2 = aww1/2—note that BA1/2 and
A1/2 are respectively identical to Y2 and X2 modulo identical met-
ric properties (see [3, p. 105]). Moreover, in accordance with well-known
characterizations of the domains of fractional powers of coercive elliptic
operators [7], we have A1/2 ≡ X2.
In view of the equivalence of the scalar product aww to the scalar
product −w−w0 [16, p. 70], we can conclude that the norm A
1
2wY0
is equivalent to the norm −w−γwyyY0 , from which the scalar
product A 12wBwY0 , w ∈ A
1
2 , is equivalent to the scalar prod-
uct ∇w∇w0 + γwy γwy0 
. Thus we have at our disposal the
Banach space BA 14  with norm Bw
BA 14  equivalent to the norm
∇w20 + γwy20 

1
2 = BwY1 and the Banach space A
1
4  ≡ X1,
which we endow with the norm ∇w0.
It is clear and in correspondence with classical theory [3, p. 105] that
the spaces BA− 12  and BA− 14  are deﬁned and that these spaces with
norms &
BA− 12  and &BA− 14  are respectively identical to the spaces
Y−2 and Y−1 modulo equivalent norms.
4. A UNIFORMLY BOUNDED EVOLUTION
OPERATOR FOR Pr AEPI
To construct a uniformly bounded evolution operator for Pr P in the
energy space , we consider Pr P in the form of the implicit evolution
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problem
d
dt
	Ut + Ut= 0 0 < t
lim
t→0+
	Ut=
Pr AEPI
with  ∈  and  ∈ .
We prove
Theorem 4.1 (Uniformly Bounded Evolution Operator). (i) The oper-
ator pair −	 is the generating pair of a unique uniformly bounded double
family   = St  → t > 0, Et  → t > 0 of evolu-
tion operators with Et a C0 semigroup in  generated by −	−1.
(ii) Pr AEPI has unique solution U ∈ C0∞ and the solu-
tion may be represented by Ut = St for any  ∈ 	 and each
t ∈ 0∞.
Proof. The proof is achieved by validating the conditions of Generation
Theorem A.5—we recall that 	 = 	 is dense in .
To show the surjectivity of λ	+ for all λ > 0, we consider the resolvent
equation
λ	+ U =  U ∈  (4.1)
for any  ∈ .
By taking the scalar product in  of (4.1) with 	U and considering
real parts, we obtain
λ	U2 + η∇θ20 + κγθy20 
 = Re	U
where the second and third terms on the left-hand side of this equation are
obtained from
ReU	U
= Re−Bw˙BwY2 + AwBw˙Y0
+C1θBw˙Y0 + C2w˙ + C3θBθY0
= η∇θ20 + κγθy20 
 (4.2)
for U ∈ .
This leads us to associate (4.1) with the functional equation
Qλ	U	U˜ = 	U˜ (4.3)
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where 	U˜ = 	U˜ and
ReQλ	U = λ	U2 + η∇θ20 + κγθy20 

= λ
(
Bw2Y2 + Bw˙2Y0 + Bθ2Y0
)
+η∇θ20 + κγθy20 

≥ C	U2 
where  = 		 in . Since  contains  as a dense subset,
it follows that Qλ	U is coercive over  for every λ > 0. Thus we can
conclude that there exists a unique 	U = BwBw˙ Bθ ∈  which solves
(4.3), whence w w˙ θ ∈  is a weak solution of (4.1). By regularity we
obtain the unique solution U = w w˙ θ ∈  of (4.1). This shows the
surjectivity of λ	+ .
In view of (4.2), we have λ	+ U > λ	U > λU for
every λ > 0 and any U ∈ , from which we immediately conclude the
boundedness of λ	+ −1  →  and the estimate λ	+ −1 ≤
M
λ
for every λ > 0. The validity of this estimate yields, in turn, the existence
of 	−1 	 →  by once more invoking Fact A.6. One can immediately
conclude the existence of 	λ	 + −1  → 	 and the estimate
	λ	 + −1 ≤ 1
λ
for every λ > 0. By also taking account of Fact A.8,
the proof of Theorem 4.1 is now complete.
Returning to Pr P, we note that since the solution of Pr AEPI
satisﬁes U ∈ C0∞ and 	Ut continuously differentiable with
respect to t > 0, the regularity assumption wwt θ ∈ C1 × 0∞3
in Remark 2.1 is validated by Sobolev’s imbedding theorem [26, p. 17]. Thus
Theorem 4.1 shows that Pr P can be associated with a uniformly bounded
evolution operator St  →  under restrictions on the initial displace-
ment, velocity, and temperature in the plate and the beam embodied by the
restrictions on  in Theorem 4.1:
Corollary 4.2. Pr P in wwt θ can be associated with a uniformly
bounded evolution operator St  →  ⊂  in the sense that St given
by St = Ut = w w˙ θ solves Pr AEPI for any  = G1G2G3 =
g1 γg1 g2 γg2 g3 γg3 such that
g1 ∈ D1 γg1 ∈ H4
 ∩H20 

g2 ∈ X2 γg2 ∈ H20 

g3 ∈ D2 γg3 ∈ H2
 ∩H10
&
It is clear that the approach of Pr P by an implicit evolution problem
of the form Pr AEPI allows us to take account of the initial displace-
ment, velocity, and temperature in the plate and the beam. In the present
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case, where the evolution operator is uniformly bounded, the restriction
that each component Gi, i = 1 2 3, of  is to be of the form gi γgi
may be interpreted as meaning that the initial displacement, velocity, and
temperature in the plate and the beam should match along the interface

. The decoupling of the initial displacement, velocity, and temperature in
the plate and the beam will become possible by showing that Pr P can
be associated with an analytic uniformly bounded evolution operator.
5. AN ANALYTIC EVOLUTION OPERATOR
FOR Pr AEPII
In order to achieve analyticity, we shall use a modiﬁcation of the
method used by Liu and Renardy [24] in establishing analyticity of the C0
semigroup associated with the boundary-value problem for the classical
thermo-elastic plate equations with clamped/Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The part played by the Dirichlet operator − in [24] is in our approach
taken over by the fractional power A1/2 associated with the operator pair
−AB, and by the operators −C1, C2, and C3. The use of operators,
each of which has range in the product space Y0, also allows us to consider
the complex system of equations in a more concise form. The fact that the
adjusted Liu–Renardy method, which could not be extended to the case
of coupled free boundary conditions for the classical thermo-elastic plate
equations (see, e.g., [21]), works for our doubly interactive problem with
dynamic boundary conditions should be ascribed to the fact that the terms
of the boundary equation which in the case of coupled free boundary con-
ditions for classical thermo-elastic plates, couple the third-order derivatives
of the mechanical variable with the co-normal derivative of the thermal
variable, are in Pr P taken up in the dynamic boundary condition in w
on the edge 
. These terms will therefore not be incorporated into the
domains of operators, but become in our approach the boundary compo-
nents of operator pairs, viz., A and C1. It is also relevant that in Pr P
we have clamped conditions on the displacement variable on ∂ − 
 and
at ∂
, while along the interface 
 rotation of the plate is excluded by the
condition ∂w
∂n
= 0 on 
. Finally, the thermal variable is subject to Dirichlet
conditions on ∂− 
 and at ∂
.
We now present
Theorem 5.1 (Analytic Uniformly Bounded Evolution Operator). (i)
The operator pair −
 is the generating pair of a unique analytic
uniformly bounded double family   = St  →  t > 0,
Et  → t > 0 of evolution operators with Et an analytic C0
semigroup in  generated by −
−1.
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(ii) Pr AEPII has unique solution U ∈ C0∞ and the solution
may be represented as Ut = St for any  ∈  and each t ∈ 0∞.
Proof. To prove that −
 is the generating pair of a unique uni-
formly bounded double family St  →  t > 0, Et  → t >
0 of evolution operators, one can, with the aid of Corollary 3.2(iii), pro-
ceed completely analogously as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 to obtain the
estimates
λ +
−1 ≤ M
′
λ
 λ +
−1 ≤ 1
λ
 (5.1)
for every λ > 0. Moreover, in view of Re
UU = η∇θ20 +
κγθy20 
, we have that 0∞ ∈ ρ−
−1, the resolvent set of
−
−1. To prove the theorem, we need, in accordance with Generation
Theorem A.7, to show the validity of the estimates
λ +
−1 ≤ Cλ  λ +

−1 ≤ C
′
λ  (5.2)
for λ  = 0 in a sector B of the complex plane which contains the non-
negative real axis.
It should be noted that, as in [24], the decoupling of the unknowns
u w˙ θ by a decomposition technique is of vital importance. This technique,
together with the fractional powers of the pair −AB, is instrumental in
obtaining the estimates (5.2).
We proceed as follows: Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have
ReλU2 + η∇θ20 + κγθy20 
 = Re U& (5.3)
First we can derive from (5.3) the estimate
BθY1 ≤ C
√
U  & (5.4)
We now consider in turn the coupled equations (numbered in what fol-
lows as (I), (II), and (III)—the estimates related to (I), (II), (III) will be
numbered A·, B·, C·, respectively) of the resolvent equation
λ +
U =   U ∈  Pr 
with  = FGH = f1 f2 g1 g2 h1 h2 ∈  .
We start with the third equation, i.e., the equation
λBθ+ C2w˙ + C3θ = H θ ∈ D2& I
Our aim is to obtain an estimate for the norm of Bw˙ in Y1. We note that
I is equivalent to the system
λβθ− ηθ− αw˙ = h1
λβγθ+ ηγ
(
∂θ
∂n
)
− bγw˙yy − κγθyy = h2&
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By taking the scalar product with w˙ in X0 in the ﬁrst equation of this
system and taking account of the second equation as well as the boundary
conditions, we obtain
α∇w˙∇w˙0 + bγw˙y γw˙y0 
 = −λBθBw˙Y0 − κγθy γw˙y0 

−η∇θ∇w˙0 + HBw˙Y0 &
This gives
Bw˙2Y1 ≤C1BθBw˙Y1 + λBθBw˙Y0 + HY0Bw˙Y0
≤C1
(
C
2Bθ2Y1 + 2CBw˙2Y1
)+ λBθBw˙Y0 
+ HY0Bw˙Y0 & A1
For C large enough, we obtain from this
Bw˙Y1 ≤ C
(
BθY1 +
√
λ BθBw˙Y0  +
√
Bw˙Y0HY0
)
& A2
Note that A1 could have been obtained directly by taking in I the inner
product with Bw˙ in Y0 by observing that C2w˙ Bw˙Y0 ≥ CBw˙2Y1 . We shall
return to the estimate A2 after obtaining further estimates.
We now once more consider I. In view of the coupling of θ and w˙, we
decompose, writing
θ = θ1 + θ2
where θ1 solves
λBθ1 − C1θ1 = H θ1 ∈ D2 Ia
and θ2 solves
λBθ2 = −C2w˙ − C3θ+ C1θ1& Ib
By observing that Ia is solvable in the weak sense, since −C1z Bz ≥
CBz2Y1 for z ∈ D2, and by assuming regularity of the weak solution in
accordance with Remark 2.1, we obtain
λBθ1Y0 + Bθ1Y2 ≤ HY0 &
By interpolation we have
Bθ1Y0 ≤ Cλ−1HY0 Bθ1Y1 ≤ Cλ−
1
2 HY0 & A3
With estimates of the norms in Y1 of Bθ1 Bθ, and Bw˙ available, we next
consider Ib. By recalling our remarks on the domains of fractional powers
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of operator pairs in Remark 3.1, and by the properties of the operators −C1,
C2, and C3, of order 2, the estimate
λBθ2Y−2 ≤ CBθY0 + Bw˙Y0 + Bθ1Y0
≤ CU + λ−1 
in view of A3a.
Interpolation yields
Bθ2Y−1 ≤ CBθ2
2/3
Y−2Bθ2
1/3
Y1
 A4
where the ﬁrst factor can be estimated with the aid of the preceding esti-
mate and the second factor can be estimated by using
Bθ2Y1 ≤ BθY1 + Bθ1Y1
≤ CU1/2  1/2 + λ−1/2 
on the strength of 5&4 and A3b.
We now modify A2, i.e., the estimate
Bw˙Y1 ≤ C
(
Bθ1Y1 + Bθ2Y1 +
√
Bw˙Y0HY0 +
√
λBθBw˙Y0 
)
&
In the last term, we estimate BθBw˙Y0  by
BθBw˙Y0  ≤ Bθ1Y0Bw˙Y0 + Bθ2Y−1Bw˙Y1
and then write
λ1/2Bθ21/2Y−1Bw˙
1/2
Y1
≤ C
2
λBθ2Y−1 +
2
C
Bw˙Y1
to obtain, with the aid of A3 and for C large enough,
Bw˙Y1 ≤ C
(
λ− 12   + U
1
2
 
1
2

+ λ 12 Bθ1
1
2
Y0
U
1
2
 +
λ
2
Bθ2Y−1
)
&
Substitution of A4 into this estimate now yields an estimate for Bw˙Y1
which contains only the norms of  and U in  , viz.,
Bw˙Y1 ≤ C
(λ 13 U 56  16 + λ− 12  )& A5
We now consider the second equation of Pr , i.e.,
λBw˙ = A 12 u− C1θ+G w˙ ∈ X2& II
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We use a decomposition technique once more: setting w˙ = w˙1 + w˙2, the
coupled resolvent equation is split up into the equations
λBw˙1 +A1/2w˙1 = G IIa
and
λBw˙2 = A
1
2 u− C1θ+A
1
2 w˙1& IIb
In view of the properties of A
1
2 (see Remark 3.1) and by proceeding as in
the derivation of A3, we obtain the estimates
Bw˙1Y0 ≤ Cλ−1GY0 Bw˙1Y1 ≤ Cλ−
1
2 GY0 & B1
Proceeding to IIb, we obtain from B1, after taking the norm in
BA− 12  and by once more recalling Remark 3.1, for w˙2 the estimate
λBw˙2Y−2 ≤CBuY0 + BθY0 + Bw˙1Y0
≤CU + λ−1 & B2
Using interpolation, we get
Bw˙2Y−1 ≤CBw˙2
2
3
Y−2Bw˙2
1
3
Y1
≤CBw˙2
2
3
Y−2
(Bw˙Y1 + λ− 12  ) 13
≤C(λ− 23 (U + λ−1 ) 23
× [λ 13 U 56  16 + λ− 12  ] 13 ) B3
by using B2 and A5. This yields
Bw˙2Y−1 ≤ C
(λ− 59   118 U 1718 + λ− 32  )& B4
With estimates for the norms of Bw˙2, Bθ, and Bw˙1 in hand, we now return
to IIb, i.e.,
A
1
2 u = λBw˙2 + C1θ−A
1
2 w˙1
with a view to estimating the norm of Bu in Y1. We note that by putting
Bu = −A 12w, IIb solves the equation λBw˙ +Aw + C1θ = G. By taking
the norm in BA− 14 , we obtain
BuY1 ≤ λBw˙2Y−1 + BθY1 + Bw˙1Y1 &
On the strength of B4 B1, and 5&4, we get
BuY1 ≤ C
(λ 49   118 U 1718 +   12U 12 + λ− 12  ) B5
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of which the second term can be absorbed into the sum of the ﬁrst and the
third terms.
In view of B5, A5, and 5&4, we obtain
UY13 ≤ C
(λ 49   118 U 1718 + λ 13 U 56  16 + λ− 12  )
of which the second term on the right-hand side can be absorbed into the
sum of the ﬁrst and the third terms. Thus we arrive at
UY13 ≤ C
(λ 49   118 U 1718 + λ− 12  )& B6
We now consider the ﬁrst equation of Pr , i.e.,
λBu+A 12 w˙ = F& III
As before, we decompose, setting u = u1 + u2, with u1 and u2 satisfying
respectively
λBu1 +A
1
2 u1 = F IIIa
and
λBu2 = −A
1
2 w˙ +A 12 u1& IIIb
By proceeding analogously as for Bθ1 and Bw˙1, we obtain from IIIa
Bu1Y0 ≤ Cλ−1FY0 Bu1Y1 ≤ Cλ−
1
2 FY0 C1
and from IIIb, by taking the norm in BA−
1
4  and using C1,
λBu2Y−1 ≤CBw˙Y1 + Bu1Y1
≤CUY13 + λ−
1
2  & C2
Setting, for i = 1 2, Ui = −B−1A
1
2wi w˙i θi, so that U = U1 + U2, we
have from A3 B1, and C1 the estimate
U1 ≤ Cλ−1  & C3
By observing that in Ib and IIb, we can, as in IIIb, take the norms in
Y−1, and by then using A3b and B1b, we obtain
λU2Y−13 ≤ C
(UY13 + U1Y13)
≤ C(UY13 + λ− 12  )&
Using this estimate, as well as interpolation, yields
U2 ≤U2
1
2
Y−13U2
1
2
Y13
≤Cλ− 12 UY13 + λ−
1
2  & C4
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Now C3 and C4 give us
U ≤ Cλ−
1
2 UY13 + λ−1 & C5
Inserting this into B6, we obtain
UY13 ≤ Cλ−
1
2   + λ−
1
36  
1
18
 U
17
18
Y13&
Applying the inequality ab ≤ ap/p+ bq/q a b > 0 1
p
+ 1
q
= 1, where here
p = 18 q = 1817 , the last estimate reduces to
UY13 ≤ Cλ−
1
2   & C6
Substitution of C6 into C5 yields the desired estimate, viz.,
U ≤ Cλ−1  &
By now using the surjectivity of λ +
 and the boundedness of −1 (the
proofs are contained in the proof of (5.1)), we have established the esti-
mates
λ +
−1 ≤ Cλ  λ +

−1 ≤ C
′
λ &
On the strength of Generation Theorem A.7, it follows that −
 is the
generating pair of an analytic double family   = St  →  t >
0, Et  → t > 0 of evolution operators, furnishing for Pr AEPII
a unique solution U ∈ C0∞ with representation Ut = St for
any  ∈  and each t ∈ 0∞. The proof of Theorem 5.1 is now complete.
In view of its association with an analytic evolution operator through
Pr AEPII , Pr P is now essentially uniquely solvable in abstract Sobolev
spaces, globally in t > 0, for unrestricted initial displacement, velocity, and
temperature in the basic pivot space; note that the decoupling of the ini-
tial displacement, velocity, and temperature in the plate and the beam is
now permitted in the sense that the components of  in Theorem 5.2 are
arbitrary elements of Y0 = X0 × L2
.
Corollary 5.2. Pr P in wwt θ can be associated with an ana-
lytic evolution operator St  →  ⊂  in the sense that St given by
St = Ut = u w˙ θ solves Pr AEPII for any  = f1 f2 g1 g2,
h1 h2 such that
f1 ∈ X0 0  = f1 γf1 f2 ∈ L2

g1 ∈ X0 g2 ∈ L2

h1 ∈ X0 h2 ∈ L2

where 2f1 γf1 = af1 f1 + γf1yy20 
 (see proof of Proposition 3.3).
With the existence of an analytic evolution operator now accomplished, we can
proceed to establish uniform stability:
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Theorem 5.3 (Uniform Stability for Pr AEPII). There exist constants
Mσ > 0 such that, for t > 0, the unique solution U ∈ C0∞ of
Pr AEPII , represented as Ut = St for any  ∈  , satisﬁes
St  ≤M exp−σt  &
Proof. A moment of reﬂection yields the result: following [21], we com-
bine the analyticity with the fact that, in view of Re
UU > 0,
the closed half-plane λ Reλ ≥ 0 is removed from the spectrum of

−1—note the crucial role of the thermal effects in the hybrid struc-
ture and particularly transmission of these across the interface between the
plate and the beam, in obtaining this spectral property. The result follows
on the strength of a well-known result [27, p. 118]. It follows that the ana-
lytic uniformly bounded double family of evolution operators constructed
in Theorem 5.1 yields uniform stability for the hybrid structure under con-
sideration.
APPENDIX
In this appendix, we list deﬁnitions and results from the theory of double
families of evolution operators (empathy theory), as developed by Sauer in
[29–31], which are important in this study. We recall (Section 1.3) that the
concept of double families of evolution operators was developed with the
aim of treating implicit evolution equations of the form
Find U such that
d
dt
BUt +AUt= 0 U ∈  ⊂ X t > 0
lim
t→0+
BUt= y ∈ Y
Pr AEP
in which A and B are operators from a Banach space X to a second Banach
space Y . The limit notation is used since, in many applications, the operator
B is not closed or closable, in which case interchange of the limit and the
operator B is not permissible. The use of the limit is also required in cases
where the double family of evolution operators is analytic, in which case
freedom of the initial states in the basic pivot space is permitted.
Deﬁnition A.1. Let X and Y be two Banach spaces and let
 = Et Y → Y t > 0 and  = Et Y → Xt > 0 be two
families of bounded linear operators. We assume that the Laplace trans-
forms
Rλy =
∫ ∞
0
e−λtEty dt Pλy =
∫ ∞
0
e−λtSty dt
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exist as Lebesgue integrals in the sense that e−λ·E·y ∈ L10∞Y  and
e−λ·S·y ∈ L10∞X. We say the family   is a double family of
evolution operators if
St + s= StEs for arbitrary s t > 0
for some ξ > 0 Pξ is invertible& A&1
The connecting evolution property (A.1) gave rise to the phraseology “dou-
ble family of evolution operators in empathy” or “empathy” of evolution
operators.
Fact A.2. (i) If   is a double family of evolution operators, then
 is a semigroup.
(ii) The norms Et and St are locally uniformly bounded in
0∞ and the families  and  are strongly continuous on 0∞.
Deﬁnition A.3. (i) The empathy   is uniformly bounded if and
only if there exist positive constants M ′ and N ′ such that St ≤M ′ and
Et ≤ N ′ for every t > 0.
(ii) The uniformly bounded empathy   is analytic if each of the
families St Et can be extended to an analytic family in a sector B
of the complex plane which contains the positive real axis.
Deﬁnition A.4. Let A and B be linear operators with common domain
D in a Banach space and ranges in Y . The pair AB with domain D and
range in Y ×Y (note that in general B ⊂ Y ) is said to be jointly closed
whenever
if xn ⊂ D xn → x in X Axn → y in Y Bxn → z in Y
then x ∈ D Ax = y and Bx = z&
TheoremA.5 (Generation of a Uniformly Bounded Family  ,). Let
B be dense in Y and assume that λB + A is invertible. The
jointly closed operator pair −AB is the generating pair of a uniformly
bounded double family   if and only if λB + A−1 Y → D and
BλB + A−1 Y → B are bounded for every λ > 0 and there exist
constants MN such that, for every λ > 0 and k = 1 2 & & &,
λB +A−1 ≤ M
λ
 BλB +A−1k ≤ N
λk
& A&2
In this case, Pr AEP has unique solution ut = Sty for any y ∈ B.
Fact 6.6 (The Existence of B−1 B → D). (i) If limλ→∞λB +
A−1y = 0 for every y ∈ Y (which is the case if the ﬁrst estimate in (A.2) is
valid), then B D→ B has a bounded inverse B−1 with representation
B−1y = lim
λ→∞
λλB +A−1y = 0 for every ∈ B&
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(ii) If the ﬁrst equation of (A.2) holds, then there exists a bounded
linear operator C 	B → D given by
Cy = lim
λ→∞
λλB +A−1y = 0 for every y ∈ 	B
with the closure taken in Y and C
∣∣∣
B
= B−1.
Remark. The link between the double family of evolution operators
approach and classical semigroup theory may be seen from the fact that
with the bounded operator B−1 B → D now deﬁned, the construction
of the uniformly bounded empathy   in Theorem A.5, is achieved by
deriving from the second equation of (A.2) the existence of a classical C0
semigroup  = Et Y → Y t > 0 on 	B generated by AB−1
and deﬁning  = St = CEt Y → Xt > 0.
Theorem A.7 (Generation of an Analytic Family  ). The uni-
formly bounded empathy   with generating pair is analytic if
λB + A−1 Y → D and BλB + A−1 Y → B exist for λ in a
sector B of the complex plane which contains the positive real axis and
there exist constants MN such that
λB +A−1 ≤ Mλ and BλB +A
−1 ≤ Nλ
for λ ∈ B λ  = 0. In this case, Pr AEP has unique solution ut = Sty
for any y ∈ Y .
Fact A.8 (Asymptotic Behavior as t → 0). Let   = St Y →
Xt > 0 Et Y → Y t > 0 be a uniformly bounded double family
of evolution operators. Then limt→0+ Ety = y and limt→0+ Sty = B−1y
for every y ∈ B.
If   is analytic, then limt→0+ Ety = y for every y ∈ Y .
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